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Introduction 

Medical terminology is key to understanding the language of  

science.

It is important for massage professionals to communicate and 

understand other health professionals.

Recording a client’s information accurately depends on correct 

use of  terminology and an organized approach to charting.



The “language” of  medicine is similar to math because it is, in many 

cases, universal. Medical professionals around the world, whatever their 

native language, use many of  the same words to describe anatomy, 

medical conditions, and treatments in patient records. 

Until the development of  the Massage Therapy Body of  Knowledge 

(MTBOK) in 2010, numerous terms and definitions were used to 

describe the same or very similar massage methods or skills.
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Massage Therapy Terminology 

To receive the respect 

and understanding of  

other health 

professionals, we as 

massage professionals 

must explain ourselves 

in terms other health 

professionals 

understand and 

respectfully educate 

them in our language.
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Massage Therapy Terminology 

MTBOK

Goal is to provide a standardized nomenclature for 

massage therapy

Terms and definitions provided provide a common 

ground for a language for massage
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Medical Terminology 

Fundamental Word Elements:

Prefixes—always precede roots

Root words

Suffixes—always follow roots

A prefix is placed at the beginning of  a word to alter its meaning. A 

root word provides the fundamental meanings of  words. Suffixes are 

placed at the end of  a root to alter the meaning of  the word.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations - shortened forms of  words and phrases used 

in writing to save time and space

Jargon - words developed within a system or existing words 

that have other definitions besides the dictionary meaning

When using abbreviations it is important to provide an abbreviation key 

either in the forms or in the record and to avoid excessive use of  abbreviations.

In written record keeping, words should be clear and concise. The words used 

in record keeping should be found in either a standard comprehensive 

dictionary or a medical dictionary and should represent the definition as listed.



Terms Related to Diagnosis and 

Diseases Indication

Contraindications

General avoidance of  application

Regional avoidance of  application

Application is performed with caution
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A massage professional must be able to understand medical terms related to 

diagnosis and various diseases.

An indication is a situation in which an approach would be beneficial for 

treatment of  a particular condition. A contraindication exists when an 

approach is harmful.



Terminology of  Location and 

Position 
Directional terms are used to describe the way one body part 

relates to another. 
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In records, the 

massage 

professional must 

be able to identify 

the location of  

an area of  the 

body accurately
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The abdomen is divided into four 

quadrants, and the locations of  abdominal

organs and the abdominal contents are described in terms of  the quadrants in 

which they are found. 



Positional terms

Anatomic position

Erect position

Supine position

Prone position

Laterally recumbent position
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Positional terms are used to describe the relationship of  the body to the 

different planes. 



Terms for Describing Muscle 

Movement
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Immunology Terms 
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Record Keeping 

Client records - contain all information related to the client

Documentation - process of  creating and maintaining client 

records

Charting - systematic form of  documentation

Progress or session notes - produced by using a charting 

process to record each massage with the client
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Problem-Oriented Medical Record

POMR system - method of  record keeping that is organized 

around the problems of  the client or patient

SOAP format - critical thinking process used to collect 

information and organize it according to a system

subjective, objective, assessment/analysis, and plan

The SOAP charting process has become the most used documentation 

method for therapeutic massage. 

Because diagnosis and prescribing are out of  the scope of  practice for 

massage therapy, the SOAP process has been modified over time to better 

fit the practice of  therapeutic massage. 
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Progress/Session Notes

Progress (or session) notes: 

Chart each visit by the client

Should follow a systematic method of  organizing the 

information for decision making

Good record-keeping skills equip the massage therapist to communicate 

with other health care personnel. They also help create an accurate record 

of  specified treatment goals, the methods of  massage, and the effectiveness 

of  treatment.
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Confidentiality of  Medical Records

HIPAA’s Privacy Rule

Includes standards that protect a patient’s individually 

identifiable data

Protected health information (PHI) - information that 

identifies a patient and his or her health status



The Privacy Rule applies to health plans, health care clearinghouses, 

and other health care providers. It covers a broad range of  information.

Most health care providers, and certainly hospitals, have policies and 

procedures governing the release of  any information about a patient. 

To ensure compliance, health care providers have implemented policies 

and procedures that adhere to HIPAA regulations. The massage 

therapist in the medical environment should be specifically trained in the 

HIPAA procedures in place in the medical environment. 
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Documentation in the Massage 

Therapy Practice
Record keeping or charting consists of  the written record of:

Intake procedures

Informed consent

Physical and history assessment

Release of  information



A massage professional needs to make clinical decisions about the 

client’s concerns and the methods to be used to achieve clients’ goals 

and address their concerns. Clinical decision making is based on 

maintaining a written account of  professional interaction. Massage 

professionals must be able to gather information effectively, analyze 

that information to make decisions about the appropriateness of  a 

therapeutic intervention, and evaluate and justify the benefits
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Documentation in the Massage 

Therapy Practice

It is important that 

you understand the 

mechanics of  the 

record keeping and 

charting process so 

that as your technical 

skills improve, your 

ability to perform 

record-keeping 

procedures also 

develops. 
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Clinical Reasoning and Charting

Charting is a written record of  the clinical reasoning process:

Assess—gather information

Analyze—organize information

Decision making—plan intervention by evaluating and 

justifying benefits

Functionally oriented goals

Quantifiable—how many, for how long, when?

Qualifiable—in what way?



To develop a treatment plan, 

a massage professional needs 

to set achievable goals and 

outline a general plan to 

reach these goals. Because 

these goals are functional, 

they must be quantified and 

qualified.
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Goals and Problems
Goals describe desired outcomes.

Problems indicate limits in functions.

Example:

Description of  the problem: Client has disturbed sleep 

pattern because of  multiple physical and emotional 

stressors.

Goal: Reduce physical stress symptoms to support more 

effective sleep.

Massage sessions are goal oriented. It is important to develop measurable, 

activity-based goals that are meaningful to the client, such as improvement in 

the ability to perform activities of  daily living.
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Quantifiable and Qualifiable Goals

Quantifiable - goals must be measurable in terms of  objective 

criteria

Qualifiable - measures for determining when a goal has been 

achieved
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Intake Procedures

The database contains all the information gathered from the 

client.

The history interview includes a health history, client profile, 

history of  the current condition, and a history of  familial 

illness.

Physical assessments identify deviations from the norm of  

effective functioning.



Four basic questions that support data collection..... 

1. Will you please explain the situation or tell me what happened? 

2. How did you feel about the situation? 

3. What was the result of  the situation in terms of  cost, limitations, 

or changes in activity or performance? 

4. How would you prefer the situation to be handled or what would 

you like to occur?)
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Intake Procedures

Analysis of  data includes the following:

Review information

Brainstorm possibilities

Consider logical outcomes of  each possibility

Consider how people would be affected by each possibility

Identify problems and goals

Decide on a care or treatment plan



Not all therapeutic goals are related to problems. Clients often 

use massage for health maintenance, stress management, and 

fulfillment of  pleasure needs. However, the same analysis 

process should be used to determine the approach to best meet 

the client’s goal.)
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Sample History Form 



Sample Physical Assessment Form 
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SOAP Notes

Record care or treatment plan with SOAP notes:

S—subjective data from client’s point of  view

O—objective data from inspection and palpation

A—analysis (assessment of  data)

P—plan methodology for intervention

“Assessment” in SOAP is analysis of  the data and effectiveness of  the 

intervention, whereas a physical assessment identifies deviations from effective 

functioning.
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Sample Care/Treatment Plan Form 
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Session Notes: SOAP Charting Form 
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Computer-Based Patient Record 

and Electronic Health Record 
Technology has improved over the 

past decades, allowing the design 

and implementation of  electronic 

record-keeping systems.

Automated record-keeping systems 

have a variety of  names, such as 

computer-based patient record 

(CPR), electronic patient record 

(EPR), computerized medical 

record, and electronic health record 

(EHR).



Access Code:  XAMK

Please write down code.  You will be asked for it

Once you have successfully passed the test (70% correct), 

please email Kim Jackson at kim_hotschool@yahoo.com.  

We will email you your CE certificate within 7 business 

days.  

To Test

http://www.classroomclipboard.com/655518/Home/Test/0FD0CF99D1AF4EACA9AD3149E2CBCFCA

